Social recommendations have been a very intriguing domain for researchers in the past decade. The main premise is that the social network of a user can be leveraged to enhance the rating-based recommendation process. This has been achieved in various ways, and under different assumptions about the network characteristics, structure, and availability of other information (such as trust, content, etc.) In this work, we create neighborhoods of influence leveraging only the social graph structure. These are in turn introduced in the recommendation process both as a pre-processing step and as a social regularization factor of the matrix factorization algorithm. Our experimental evaluation using real-life datasets demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
INTRODUCTION
Humans form opinions and make multiple decisions, small or big, on any given day. For many of those, such as deciding which movie to watch, or which new restaurant to try, or even which graduate school to attend, we tend to rely not only on our own personal judgment, knowledge and intution, but also that of others, especially those whose opinion we value and trust. This type of influence is what social recommender systems attempt to simulate. Social recommender systems leverage social relations to improve the ratingbased recommendation process [1] , based on the assumption that a user's preferences are likely to be similar to, or influenced by these of their friends [11] .
Most of existing related work is making the assumption that the users are mostly influenced by their direct neighbors. However, studies have shown that humans tend to form opinions not only through their direct connections, but also via acquaintances [8, 9] . This concept aligns with the study of influence propagation in social networks. This line of work is drawing inspiration from social correlation theories such as homophily and social influence [18, 19] . Most of the existing approaches regard this as a long-term, network diffusion process, and follow a graph-theoretic approach to solve the problem of identification of influentials in a social network [2, 6, 13] .
In this work, we introduce a social recommendation algorithm that leverages the influence propagation beyond direct neighbors in a social graph. In particular, we explore the integration of the social graph as input to the recommendation process. We employ our threshold-bounded influence propagation algorithm [10] to generate social graph-based neighborhoods for each user. This neighborhood of influence is used as a pre-processing step. The outcome of this algorithm is also integrated as a social regularization factor in the matrix factorization process. Our experimental results using real-life datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of such an approach. The proposed high-level methodology is depicted in Figure 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we review the related work in Section 2. We then present the influence propagation algorithm in Section 3. The proposed recommendation algorithm with social regularization is presented in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the results of our experimental evaluation and conclude with our observations and our plans for future work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Social recommender systems have gained a lot of attention from the research in an effort to leverage social relationships to improve the recommendation process. Rooted in the sociology concepts of homophily and social influence [18] , this line of work is based on the assumption that users' preferences are influenced more by these of their connected friends than these of unknown users [26] . Tang et al. [22] give a narrow definition of social recommendation as "any recommendation with online social relations as an additional input, i.e., augmenting an existing recommendation engine with additional social signals" (a broader definition, not applicable to this work, refers to recommender systems targeting social media domains [11] ).
The various proposed approaches can be categorized depending on the type of social relationship (trust, friendship etc.), the type of the underlying recommendation algorithm (model-based, memory-based, etc.), and the level of integration of the social information in the recommendation process. A common approach is to enhance model-based recommender systems with social connections, again most often expressed as trust. This can be done through co-factorization, where the assumption is that the users share the same preference vector in both the rating and the social spaces (e.g. [20] ), ensemble methods, where the resulting recommendation is derived by the linear combination of two systems (e.g. [15, 21] ), or regularization, where priority is given to the social-based ratings (e.g. [12, 16] ).
An alternative line of work involves ways to enhance the memorybased collaborative filtering process by forming the user's neighborhood using similarities deriving from the users' ratings and/or their social relationships, focusing on trust [5, 7, 17, [23] [24] [25] . One of the most recent works [4] introduces a Deep Learning Matrix Factorization (DLMF) approach to address the issues related to the initialization of latent feature vectors in Matrix Factorization (MF). The authors use the user's trust on other users who belong to his/her clique as the basis of neighborhood formation, and integrate it with Matrix Factorization as a trust regularization factor to predict ratings.
Ma et al. [16] introduced social regularization constraints in the recommendation framework. They used the social information to effectively predict the missing user-item matrix. Experimental results on real world data showed that their algorithm outperformed the traditional Matrix Factorization methodology. In this work we follow a similar approach, however we focus on influence as derived from the social graph connections, rather than metadata related to the users. We leverage our proposed influence propagation algorithm [10] and create social graph-based personalized neighborhoods that are subsequently used as input to the recommendation process. Moreover, we combine the social information of the users gained from influence propagation algorithm to Matrix Factorization forming a unified social recommendation framework.
NEIGHBORHOOD FORMATION USING INFLUENCE PROPAGATION
In this section we briefly present our Threshold-Bounded Influence Propagation algorithm (TB-IP) [10] . While this algorithm was introduced to solve the min-max problem of maximizing influence coverage on a social network with the minimum number of "seed" nodes, in this work we utilize it as a means to integrate social graph data to the recommendation process 1 . A social network can be modeled as a weighted-edge graph G = (V , E,W ), where V is the set of all the vertices in the graph (i.e. people), E is the set of edges (i.e. their connections), and W is the set of edge weights. An edge from node u to node v (u → v) signifies that user u "follows" v in the social network, and the edge weight w (u v ) represents the influence of v on u. Our objective is to identify the influential nodes v ∈ M, M ⊂ V that influence the remaining nodes u ∈ D, D ⊂ V , D ∩ M = ∅ such that |M | is minimized and |D| is maximized. The Threshold-Bounded Influence Propagation in Digraph (TB-IP) algorithm takes as input a graph G and outputs sets M and D.
The algorithm accepts the following as parameters: a) a threshold thr that is defined according to the selected threshold condition and is used to determine whether a node u is influenced by v, b) a maximum number of "hops" (i.e. the maximum allowed depth of influence propagation), c) a decay factor for the influence propagation, and d) a ranking strategy for initializing the nodes (e.g. PageRank, Out-degree centrality, Upper-bound PageRank etc.). We consider three alternatives as threshold conditions:
The first condition is considered for two-hops in the graph considering no threshold for influence propagation.
• Condition II: Average Threshold (AvgThr): The second condition takes threshold as the average of edge-weights of the entire network. This would mean that the threshold is constant for all the nodes, depending on the characteristics of the network as a whole.
• Condition III: Edge-Weight dependent Threshold (EWThr): The third condition determines the threshold by taking average of edge-weights of all the outgoing-edges from the node in the graphically represented social network. Thus, this threshold condition is vertex-specific but constant for every node.
The algorithm begins by sorting all nodes in descending order based on their assigned rank r (v). Then, beginning with the highest ranked node, it examines whether its direct connections should be added to its neighborhood and therefore be considered influenced or not. This is determined by examining whether the edge-weight w (u v ) of a connected node u is above the set threshold thr or not. If at least one connected node qualifies, node v is being added to the "influencer" set M and the qualifying nodes are being added to the "influenced" set D. If the algorithm is set to examine nodes that are indirectly connected to v (depth is defined by the maxhop parameter), each of the nodes that were added to N G (v) in the previous step are used to find their directly connected nodes. However, in 1 More details as well as the experimental evaluation of this algorithm can be found in [10] . this case, the respective edge-weights are updated by the hopping factor before being evaluated against the threshold thr as follows:
where hop is an integer value 0 for immediate neighbors (i.e. adjacent nodes) and it increments by 1 for each subsequent hop, and decay is a constant equal to 0.1 2 . When a node satisfies the threshold condition and has not been previously added to the "influenced" set D, then it is being added to both this set, and the neighborhood of v, N G (v). The algorithm stops this loop when either the maximum depth (i.e. number of hops) has been reached, or no nodes are qualifying as "influenced" in the current level. This process is being repeated for each of the nodes, as selected from the ranked list, and as long as they have not already been added in the "influenced" set D. The above process is described in detail in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Threshold-Bounded Influence Propagation in Digraph (TB-IP)
Require: A weighted and directed social network 
SOCIAL REGULARIZATION IN MATRIX FACTORIZATION
A lot of techniques have been used in the past to generate effective recommendations for users. Perhaps the most popular methodology in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency is matrix factorization [14] . This collaborative filtering technique takes as input the matrix containing user ratings for items and applies dimensionality reduction to identify latent features of correlated user-item interactions. Mathematically, the sparse user-item (or utility) matrix (R ∈ R m×n ) can be decomposed into two matrices, representing the users (P ∈ R k ×m ) and items (Q ∈ R k ×n ). The low-ranked matrix factorization approach approximates the utility matrix R by multiplication of k-rank factors (where k < min(m, n)):
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is traditionally used to factorize the observed ratings from the utility matrix to obtain the latent factors by minimizing the following objective function:
where λ 1 > 0 and λ 2 > 0 are the regularization factors added to avoid overfitting. I ui is an indicator function which is 1 when user u has rated item i and it is equal to 0 if the user has not rated the item. Several optimization approaches can be used to find local minimum of Equation 3, such as Alternating Least Squares (ALS) or Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).
In this work, we integrate the social graph data in the recommendation process following a similar approach to that of Ma et al. [16] , who introduced a social regularization term in the objective function, incorporating the preferences of a user's friends, i.e. the directly connected nodes of a node in the social graph. We employ the TB-IP algorithm discussed in section 3 in two ways, as shown in Figure 1 .
First, we apply the algorithm as a pre-processing step to define a social graph-based neighborhood of influence in the graph. This process removes some of the nodes that do not belong to the circle of influence of any other users, and thus are expected to contribute less to the rating prediction. Secondly and most importantly, we define a new social similarity function that integrates the edgeweights derived from the TB-IP algorithm as social relation weights between users.
The problem of estimating the utility matrix R is therefore reduced to minimizing the following objective function and regularization terms:
where β > 0, and N G +(u ) denotes u's out-link connections belonging to its neighborhood N u G as derived by the TB-IP algorithm. We further augment this social regularization term by introducing a social similarity to weigh how much each neighbor's preference affects the user's predictions. We define the social similarity SocSim(u, v) between two users u and v as follows:
Sim(u, v) stands for any vector similarity metric that can be employed to calculate how similar the two user vectors u and v are (in terms of similar ratings). In this work, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient [3] formulated as:
Here, i is the subset of total items user u and user v have both rated. R ui is the rating given by user u to item i.R u andR v are the average ratings of users u or v respectively and R ui , R vi are the ratings of users u and v respectively for item i.
The second term, w (u v ), is the edge weight derived by Algorithm 1. This weight measures the extend to which user v influences user u, and is based on the social graph's structure. Therefore, this social similarity metric leverages both the social graph and the rating preferences of the users.
A local minimum of Equation 4 can be obtained by applying SGD on the P u and Q i feature vectors, solving the partial derivatives on both the feature vectors as shown in Equations 7 and 8:
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The need for datasets that combine both user-item-rating triplets and social graph data for the users limits our choices to a big extend. One of the most known and broadly used datasets that combines both sources of information is the Yelp Challenge dataset 3 . We also employ the Epinions dataset 4 . Epinions is a trust-based rating dataset -in essence users have denoted whether they trust other users in their reviews and ratings or not. For our work we have translated "trust" endorsements to directed edges. While the resulting graph is not representing social relationships (of friendship), it encapsulates some social characteristics (users trusting other users in some context), and in the absence of other publicly available datasets, we follow the example of related research approaches and use this as a second real-life data source. For the Yelp dataset we select the Las Vegas subset, including only the users who had rated at least one business in the city of Las Vegas. This is because the Yelp social subset (i.e. friends's network) is very sparse, with the Las Vegas dataset containing the most dense social graph subset. Hence, we only considered those connections who rate restaurants and reside in the same area. The details of the social graph of each dataset are included in Table 1 , while the useritem-rating characteristics are included in the first row of Tables 2  and 3 .
For each dataset, we generate recommendations using two baselines and several variations of our proposed methodology. We employ the optimal parameters for the TB-IP algorithm, as experimentally identified in [10] , running the algorithm using the EWThr threshold selection strategy for two hops (named TwoD EWThr). We evaluate the effect of the neighborhood formation in two levels: i) as the input (i.e. as a pre-processing step) to the recommendation process, and ii) as an integral part of the recommendation algorithm.
To evaluate the first objective, we apply TB-IP to the entire dataset. We therefore create two different input sets, as shown in Tables 2 and 3: Dataset 1: BaseAll. This dataset has the entire user-item-rating data.
Dataset 2: TwoD EWThr. This dataset has the rating data only for users obtained after applying the TB-IP Algorithm with EWThr threshold condition. We use the Outdeg ranking methodology for initial ranking of nodes.
We consider two baseline methodologies to evaluate our proposed Social Recommendation Framework. The first baseline evaluates the traditional Matrix Factorization (SimpleMF) explained in equation 3. As the second baseline we consider the Social Regularization in Matrix Factorization (Simple SoReg) developed by Ma et al. [16] . In that work, the similarity function does not incorporate the social graph weight (in essence reflects a normalized Pearson correlation coefficient). We compare these baselines against several variations of our method, employing the TB-IP algorithm and the new similarity metric function (SocSim) that we defined in Equation 5. The different setups are explained in what follows.
Experiment 1: SimpleMF (First Baseline). Using as input the entire dataset (BaseAll) and implemented Basic MF , i.e. traditional Matrix Factorization [14] . Experiment 2: TB-IP SimpleMF. In this experiment, we considered the social-graph induced dataset (TwoD EWThr ) and generated recommendations using Basic MF . Experiment 3: Simple SoReg (Second Baseline). Here, we evaluated SoReд methodology with Sim for BaseAll dataset, as discussed in [16] .
Experiment 4: TB-IP SoReg. We use as input the social-graph induced dataset TwoD EWThr and generate recommendations using SoReд technique using the normalized Pearson similarity metric.
Experiment 5: SocSim Simple SoReg. Here, we apply our proposed SoReд algorithm incorporating the SocSim similarity metric over the entire (BaseAll) dataset.
Experiment 6: SocSim TB-IP SoReg. In this experiment, the preprocessing step is applied to create the input datasetTwoD EW Thr and the recommendations are generated by using the SoReд technique with SocSim similarity metric.
We performed 5-fold cross validation for all the experimental setups. 5 We evaluated all combinations of the following Matrix Factorization parameters: rank (f) = {10, 20}, regularization (λ) = {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, maximum iterations (max_iter) = {10, 20}. For the Social Regularization technique we also used another metric, called social regularization (β) = {0.1, 0.01}.
We use RMSE and MAE evaluation metrics. The results, along with the optimal parameters for each setup, are presented with the corresponding experiment in Tables 4 and 6 (RMSE) and Tables 5  and 7 (MAE) for the Epinions and Yelp dataset respectively. We observe that the TB-IP prefixed approaches, i.e. those that include the pre-processing step of identifying the influential neighborhoods within the original dataset, outperform the others in both datasets. For the Epinions dataset we observe that the TB-IP SoReg approach outperforms the others, giving the best results both in terms of RMSE and MAE, with second best our SocSim TB-IP SoReg approach. On the other hand, we observe that for the much larger Yelp dataset, our approach (SocSim TB-IP SoReg) gives better results than the other approaches in terms of RMSE while having very comparable MAE results with the TB-IP SoReg.
In fact, we observe a big improvement over the baselines, ranging from 6.3% to 8.6% for RMSE and 5.8% to 7.7% for MAE. As previously mentioned, the Yelp social graph represents a real social network (in that the edges reflect friendships between users), compared to the one of Epinions that signifies trust relationships ("I trust someone's opinions/reviews") but not necessarily real-life friendships or social relationships. Therefore we can conclude that the difference in our algorithm's effectiveness lies in the fact that it works better when real-life relationships are represented in the social graph and therefore better reflected in the social weights w (u v ) and the derived SocSim similarity. Tables 8 and 9 show the running time for neighborhood formation (where applicable) and recommendation for the Epinions dataset. The times reported reflect the optimal parameters for each setup. As expected, the proposed approaches introduce an overhead for the neighborhood formation phase, resulting in higher total times. However, this pre-processing step is performed offline and is not expected to affect real-time recommendations. On the contrary, we observe that both approaches integrating our social regularization factor with the SocSim similarity are faster than their simple Pearson similarity counterparts during recommendation time. This is due to the fact that the algorithm took less iterations to converge in the former case. We hypothesize that this is due to the fact that the social graph weights w (u v ) introduced in the user similarity (SocSim) act as a form of better initialization for the matrix factorization process, helping the algorithm to converge in fewer steps.
Overall our results confirm our claim that combining neighborhood formation with influence propagation and social regularization produces better recommendations than the traditional social recommendation approaches. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the problem of generating social recommendations is explored in the context of influence propagation. We employ an influence propagation algorithm to create social graph-based neighborhoods of influence. This neighborhood is then used as input to the recommendation algorithm, both as a pre-processing step and as an integral part of the recommendation algorithm in the form of a similarity metric. Our experiments show that the integration of social graph-derived information improves the traditional rating-based recommendation process. Moreover, we observe that in the case of real-life relationships reflected in the input social graph, our proposed similarity metric greatly improves the results and accelerates the recommendation algorithm. Part of our ongoing work includes improving further on the social regularization component and social similarity metric. We are also exploring employing deep learning to initialize the latent vectors, and want to study how other influence propagation algorithms and centrality metrics can be employed as a means to create user influence neighborhoods. Finally, we believe that the introduction of a social component in the recommendation process not only improves the accuracy of recommendations, but can also be leveraged to generate explainable recommendations. This is an interesting extension of this work that we plan to explore in the near future.
